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Uncle Ben’s Rebrand to Ben’s Original
Corporate Snapshot
History of Mars, Incorporated
Mars, Incorporated was founded in 1911 in Tacoma, Washington by Franklin
Clarence Mars (Mars, Incorporated History). The company grew famous with handdipped candy before expanding further into consumer packaged goods (CPG). Today,
Mars, Incorporated is broken into four distinct business segments functioning on a
decentralized model: Mars Petcare, Mars Wrigley, Mars Food, and Mars Edge. The
century-old conglomerate still remains in the hands of the Mars family, and though each
segment operates independently of one another, the segments remain under the larger
guidance of Mars, Incorporated.
Mars, Incorporated is one of the United States’ largest, privately held companies.
In 2019, the company garnered roughly $37 billion in revenue (Forbes Magazine, 2019).
Mars Wrigley accounts for the largest share of the Mars, Incorporated portfolio, however,
Mars Food’s top brand, Ben’s Original (previously known as Uncle Ben’s), brings in
roughly $1 billion in revenue annually (Mars Food, para. 3).

History of Uncle Ben’s, now Ben’s Original
Mars, Incorporated entered into the food industry In 1942 when Forrest E. Mars
acquired the rights to CONVERTED Brand Rice, a new method of easily-cooked,
parboiled rice - later becoming the brand now known as Ben’s Original (About Uncle

Ben’s®️ Rice History). Ideas for the initial rebrand are thought to have come to fruition
while former Mars, Incorporated president Gordon Harwell was dining in Chicago with a
colleague. The brand’s famous face actually belongs to Frank Brown, the restaurant’s
manager during Harwell’s dinner. Looking to further develop the rice brand, Harwell paid
Brown a small amount for the rights to his images to be used on rice packaging. The
name “Uncle Ben” is also said to have been born from this meeting. Though sufficient
evidence isn’t widely available, it is thought that Ben was a rice farmer in Texas known
for the quality of his crop. The use of subservient imagery and antebellum terms on CPG
packing was widely popular in the United States, even post Civil Rights Movement.
Elements were (and in some cases are) displayed on brand packaging like Ben’s Original,
Aunt Jemima, Mrs. Butterworths, and more. Specifically, the term and connotation of the
“Uncle” title likely came from Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, in which
the main character was known to be an incredibly obedient slave (Merriam-Webster,
Para.1). Throughout U.S. history, “Uncle” and “Aunt” were used as replacements for “Mr.”
and “Mrs.” because Black people were not considered worthy of these titles of respect
(Davis, Para. 6).
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Global presence and employee count of Mars Food
With headquarters in London, England, Mars Food employs nearly 2,000
associates. Its portfolio consists of international brands like Ben’s Original, KanTong, and
Tasty Bite. These global brands are produced in one of 12 different manufacturing sites
in approximately 30 different countries, (Mars Food, para. 3).

Social Justice Resurgence in the United States
At the beginning of 2020, a rash of racially-based murders and attacks impacted
Black people in the United States. Ahmaud Abery was shot by white supremacist
vigilantes, Breonna Taylor was shot in her own bed by police officers, and George Floyd
was killed by Derek Chauvin in an instance of police misconduct (Lennox, 2020). In
response, the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement arranged mass marches across the
nation in major cities. While the larger focus was on ending police brutality in the U.S.,
there was also a call for the United States to acknowledge and end systemic racism. Over
the next few months, individuals and brands in the public eye were held accountable for
their contributions to the issue of racism in America. The ripple effect of the movements
and increased attention to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I) saw multiple top brands
rethinking its approach to consumers, employees, and branding efforts.

Corporate Character
What is Corporate Character?
Page Society describes corporate character as “the unique identity that
distinguishes each enterprise— the characteristics that define its very nature,” (Arthur W.
Page Society, 2013, p. 11). The foundation for corporate character is purpose and values
and are shown through consistent actions and the strategic plan and operations of the
company (Arthur W. Page Society, 2013, pp. 11-13). More specifically, corporate
character relates to the ethical, legal and corporate social responsibilities and other such
aspects of the corporation beyond services, products and other aspects of literal
business. In general, the idea of corporate character comes down to the idea, “A company
shouldn’t just ‘look like’ and ‘sound like’ its values, but also ‘think like’ and ‘perform like’
its stated character” (Arthur W. Page Society, 2013, p. 11). Thus, the values and actions
of a company are the main drivers and reinforcers of its corporate character. In many
ways, a company is able to control and refine its character as desired. However, the
interpretation of a company by the general public (media sources, stakeholders and the
average person) is ultimately where the decisions surrounding a company’s character
lies. This understanding is essential for the discussion surrounding the rebrand to Ben’s
Original.
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Mars, Incorporated Corporate Character
Mars, Incorporated is the parent company of Mars Food who owns Ben’s Original.
Thus, it is essential to understand corporate character at the highest level as the whole
company is representative of Ben’s Original. Additionally, since the company is private,
the amount of information given is sometimes lacking therefore the authors will need to
connect some dots.

Mars Incorporated Purpose and Values
To start this examination of Mars and its corporate character, the first portion of
which is its purpose and values.
“The Consumer Is Our Boss: We must remember that we cannot influence millions
of consumer choices until we have convinced the first one, then a second and a
third consumer to buy our brand. Each individual sale should be considered our
most important sale. If we forget this, there is a risk we could rest on our past and
ignore our future. We depend completely on our consumers to build our future, and
we must tirelessly seek to understand their needs. By doing this we will create lifelong relationships with them, through products and brands that bring joy today and
can also adapt in the future to changing cultures and lifestyles,” (The Five
Principles, para. 7).
Mars, Incorporated and all subsidiaries live out this purpose through the practice
of its five principles: Quality, Responsibility, Mutuality, Efficiency and Freedom (The Five
Principles, para. 3).

Ben’s Original Corporate Character
Bringing corporate character down to the brand, the website offers some insights
into the foundation of Ben’s Original and what it stands for. According to the brand:
“We believe in the power of shared meals. For more than 70 years, the UNCLE
BEN’S® Brand has been helping families cook together by providing meal
solutions that are easy, convenient, and above all, tasty. And, we know that when
you begin with rice, you end up with a better-for-you meal* because rice attracts
colorful vegetables, savory spices, and leaner cuts of meat.” (About Uncle Ben’s,
para. 1).
In response to the rebrand, Ben’s Original is changing its corporate character.
Specifically, it has a new brand purpose: create opportunities that offer everyone a seat
at the table (Mars Food Announces the Uncle Ben's, 2020, para. 3). This new purpose is
being acted upon with new programming and partnerships which will be given more
details in the Inclusion and Diversity section.
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Mars, Incorporated Corporate Reputation
Corporate reputation contributes to the corporate character as interpretations of a
company’s character (its reputation) impacts its character. Additionally, reputation
impacts who is interested in buying from and working at a given company. Therefore,
corporate reputation is essential for enhancing customer loyalty as well as attracting and
retaining top talent (Eccles, para. 1).
Looking at the Glassdoor reviews, the Mars company as a whole received a 4.0/5.0
based on over 2,600 reviews (“Mars Reviews”). Approximately 89% of employees would
recommend working at Mars to a friend, (“Mars Reviews”). Thus, the authors conclude
the corporate reputation of the company as a whole is moderately good. It isn’t perfect as
it lost 1 star on its rating at 11% of employees are neutral or do not recommend working
for the company. However, based on these numbers alone, Mars, Incorporated has a
good chance of attracting and retaining top talent and loyal consumers.

Commitment to Inclusion and Diversity (I&D)
Rebranding of I&D Program at Mars, Incorporated
In 2020, following the cases of widespread racial injustice, Mars, Incorporated
performed some research involving stakeholders including both consumers and
associates (Bradly, 2020). This research has brought some changes to the Inclusion and
Diversity commitment at the company. It is unclear what exactly the old commitment was,
but since the research, Mars has created three main goals and four pillars to help them
accomplish its commitment to I&D.
The Goals (para. 5)

The Pillars (para. 4)

Gender Balance

Ensuring all leaders are visible and accountable champions of
I&D
Embracing a culture of belonging that values and harnesses the
power of differences
Harnessing diverse groups of Associates and leaders that
represent the diversity of the Mars business
Equipping our business with cohesive policies, processes,
practices and training – including unconscious bias programs –
that support our I&D aspirations

Workforce
Representation
Inclusion

Figure 1: I&D commitments at Mars, Incorporated “At Mars, The World We Want” (Mars, 2020)

In 2020, following the cases of widespread racial injustice, Mars, Incorporated
announced its intention to rebrand (Mars Food Announces, 2020). “Uncle Ben’s”
reportedly has interviewed consumers, employees, and other stakeholders to understand
where the inequities lie within the “Uncle Ben’s” branding (Bradly, 2020). Based on the
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findings, Mars Food decided to rename the rice brand Ben’s Original and remove all
diminishing images from its packaging (“We’ve Listened. We’ve Learned”, 2020). This
rebrand has an added focus to “create opportunities that offer everyone a seat at the
table,” (“We’ve Listened. We’ve Learned”, 2020, para. 3).
In addition to the new name and packaging, Mars has created a community
outreach program to assist communities in need in gaining access to nutritious food.
Additionally, the company is giving educational opportunities to culinary entrepreneurs of
all races (“We’ve Listened. We’ve Learned”, paras. 3-4). It has committed to starting new
programs in Greenville, Mississippi to give education opportunities to over 7,500 students
and access to fresh food for area members (“We’ve Listened. We’ve Learned”, 2020,
para. 5).

Consumer Demographic
Diving
deeper
into
the
consumers who are purchasing (and
not purchasing) Ben’s Original, the
chart to the right shows the index of the
various demographics shopping for
Ben’s Original (still referred to as
"Uncle Ben's" at the time the research
was
performed)
(“Uncle
Ben's
Demographics
and
Consumer
Insights,” 2019).
To understand the chart, one
must first understand an index of 100
(represented by the white vertical line)
represents the average consumer who
walks into a grocery store. Any
category >100 (red) shows a randomly
selected consumer who
falls in that bracket is less likely than
the average person to buy Ben’s
Original and any category <100 is
more likely than the average consumer
to buy Ben’s Original.
With this understanding, we see
that people over the age of 45, are
African American, have a household
income above $60K annually, have an

Figure 2: Ben’s Original Consumer Insights from Numerator
(“Uncle Ben's Demographics and Consumer Insights,” 2019)
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advanced degree and no kids are more likely than the average consumer to purchase
Ben’s Original.
This understanding of the demographic helps the company understand who it is
marketing towards, but more importantly, it shows the capacity in which change such as
a rebrand will affect the current consumers (referring to those who have been loyal to the
brand as this research was performed prior to the rebrand) and how it will attract new
consumers.
For example, by looking at this data, the case study authors see a chance of
potential backlash as many of Ben’s Original current consumers are over the age of 45
and may have more traditional views, such as not seeing a reason to rebrand. However,
with African Americans representing approximately double the consumer base compared
to any other race, the desire for a rebrand could be higher. Plus, the payoff for doing it
right could give space for positive reactions among this group and others.

Social Value
This rebrand indicates major changes in the food industry. Across the corporate
world, there has been an increase in corporate vocalization on racial injustice, something
previously avoided by brands (Williams, 2020). Thus by speaking up and taking action,
Ben’s Original is normalizing the conversation of race in the workforce. This is the first
necessary step to making the industry a more
inclusive and diverse place. More than that,
the systemic racism in the country has come
to an unacceptable place and when brands
take action, such as Ben’s Original has, it is
arguably standing up for the years of injustice
that so many people have faced (Williams,
2020).
In addition to the industry working to
normalize this conversation at work,
consumers are demanding companies take
action to speak up. One of the ways this is
happening is with the idea “Silence is
Figure 3: Black Lives Matter Demonstrator, 2020
violence,” as seen by demonstrators in Figure
3 (White Silence is Violence, 2020). This message has appeared online, in signage to put
outside one’s house or on one’s car and in other places. This is indirectly a call by
consumers to companies to become more than allies and take real action. By taking
action, companies can prove their authenticity when speaking about a given issue
(Kiesler, 2020). It’s about doing instead of just talking.
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In the past, a company may have been cautious of what it says or does for fear of
alienating one side of the cause, so this call to action is proof that more consumers want
action, they don’t want indecision. They want companies to stand for something and work
to make it happen.

The Rebrand and The Responses
Case Timeline: Key Events

Figure 4: Timeline of key events of the 2020 Ben’s Original rebrand (Graphic designed by the authors)

Rebrand is Decided and Announced
Knowing the name and packaging of “Uncle Ben’s” was problematic, the company
came to the decision to announce a new name and packaging. Caroline Sherman, VP of
corporate communication for "Uncle Ben's" parent company Mars Food, claims it was a
decision made prior to heightened racial issues in the United States, a conversation that
had been happening for a long time, and that the BLM resurgence just accelerated the
company’s timeline. "This is not a new conversation for us, we have been talking about it
for quite some time. It is even more important to us in this context to take this step
forward," Sherman said (Bradley, 2020, para 12).
As for the timing of the announcement, “Uncle Ben’s” announced its intention to
rebrand only a few hours after Aunt Jemima’s announcement. In reference to this timing,
Sherman said, "It is separate and something we have been talking about for quite some
time. We were about to release a statement as Aunt Jemima's announcement was made.
“It's just a very strange coincidence" (Bradley, 2020, para. 3).
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Mars Food intended to look at all possibilities going forward by engaging with the
public. "As we listen to the voices of consumers, especially in the Black community, and
to the voices of our associates worldwide, we recognize that now is the right time to evolve
the "Uncle Ben's" brand, including its visual brand identity, which we will do" a company
statement said (“Uncle Ben’s Brand Evolution”, 2020, para. 1). While the statement notes
that the brand said that it is unsure of what the change will be, or the timing, the
communications team are looking into all possibilities (“Uncle Ben’s Brand Evolution”,
2020, para. 2). Mars Food also notes, "As a global brand, we know we have a
responsibility to take a stand in helping to put an end to racial bias and injustices" (“Uncle
Ben’s Brand Evolution”, 2020, para. 1).

A Summer of Research and a New Name
After the initial announcement, Mars Food spent the summer interviewing
stakeholders across the globe, including employees and consumers, to develop a plan
for the rebrand announced in June, 2020. “Over the last several weeks, we have listened
to thousands of consumers, our own Associates and other stakeholders from around the
world,” said Fiona Dawson, Global President Mars Food, Multisales and Global
Customers. “We understand the inequities that were associated with the name and face
of the previous brand, and as we announced in June, we have committed to change”
(Mars Food Announces the Uncle Ben’s, 2020, para. 2).
Based on the research performed, Mars Food came to a decision. On September
23, 2020, Mars Food announced the brand’s new name would be Ben’s Original going
forward, “signaling the brand’s ambition to create a more inclusive future while
maintaining its commitment to producing the world’s best rice” (Mars Food Announces
the Uncle Ben’s, 2020 para, 1). As of December 2020, this name had not changed
consistently on the website so there is still further rebranding effort needed.

Response to Social Media Announcements
On June 17, 2020, "Uncle Ben's" announced its intent to change, alongside
announcements from similar brands like Aunt Jemima and Cream of Wheat. Then, on
September 23rd, Ben’s Original was revealed to be the new brand name.
As might be expected, there were mixed reviews following Mars Food’s
announcement of the rebranding.
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Figure 5: Announcements: the intent to change (left) and the new name (right) (Ben’s Original, 2020)

While there was some support on social media, the feedback mixed, drawing
criticism from both ends of the political spectrum. Some complained that the rebrand was
giving in to pressure from the “radical left” to be overly politically correct, while others felt
this rebrand was an example of virtue signaling that made no real change in the fight for
Black Lives Matter. The announcement of the new name received over 1,000 replies on
Twitter and nearly 600 on Facebook, creating plenty of discourse about renaming brands
in general. Since so much of the conversation on social media in the summer of 2020
centered around Black Lives Matter, companies like Ben’s Original were able to join the
discourse with their own contribution (Ben’s Original, 2020).
Regarding the content of the positive feedback, most responses celebrated the
name change, calling it a good first step in the fight against racism. Nearly all the neutral
responses were unrelated jokes about the Spiderman character who also happens to be
named Uncle Ben.

Traditional Media Response to Announcement
Unsurprisingly, plenty of mainstream media sources covered brands like Ben’s
Original and the attempts to rebrand. News of these changes were featured on Good
Morning America, People, and the New York Times; and offered unbiased and
informational view points on one of the most important topics of the year. One of the few
traditional outlets that outright criticized the rebrand was NBC’s Saturday Night Live on
November 7, 2020 (Schlid, 2020). The cast performed a sketch featuring a group of white
executives firing Black icons like Aunt Jemima, Uncle Ben, the Allstate Man, and Count
Chocula. These mascots beg to know what they did to deserve to be fired to which the
executives say “It’s not what you did. It’s how you make us feel about what we did,” (SNL,
2020) a fiery take on the perceived reason behind recent rebrand attempts. One
noteworthy moment of the sketch happened when Uncle Ben begged to keep his job
because he had dozens of “nieces and nephews” to feed (Schild, 2020). This was perhaps
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an oversight, but shows the disconnect between the racist connotation of "Uncle Ben's"
and consumer perception of who Uncle Ben is. “Uncle” was used as a derogatory term
for Black people, not a reference to his placement in the family.

Figure 6: Still from the November 7th episode of Saturday Night Live ‘Uncle Ben’ sketch (SNL, 2020)

What’s Left for the Ben’s Original Rebrand
As of now, the public knows the new brand, but not the new packaging. It is clear
some actions have been taken, but not how long these programs will last nor if there will
be any others. There is also a disconnect between the brand’s new name and messaging
regarding the brand from traditional media and Mars Food’s website.
Regarding updated packaging, we know that the new “Ben’s Original™ packaging
will begin reaching store shelves in 2021” (Mars Food Announces the Uncle Ben’s, 2020,
para. 9).

Business Implications
As previously mentioned, Mars, Incorporated is a privately held company. As such,
the company does not need to report its financial performance as there is no stock price
to track. Despite this, the authors have found several alternatives to analyze implications
the rebrand may have had on the business.

U.S. Market Share (2019 vs. 2020) for Prepared Rice
Ben’s Original is one of the largest brands in the Mars portfolio bringing in around
$1 billion annually (“Mars Food: Made by Mars,” 2020). In addition to being a top grossing
Mars brand, it has consistently been a top competitor within the prepared rice sector.
Figure 7 estimate the brands of rice with the highest market share based on consumer
insights. It compares 2019 numbers to 2020 numbers.
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Figure 7: Market share data of top rice brands in the US (Statista, 2020)

As is evident in Figure 7, Statista data suggests that the number of consumers
purchasing Ben’s Original decreased in 2020 by more than 3 million consumers. While
Ben’s Original wasn’t the only top brand to lose consumers, it is important to note that the
“Store Brand” category, which held second largest market share in 2019, did see an
increase in 2020 based on these numbers. This potentially means that some consumers
who previously purchased Ben’s Original (Uncle Ben’s at the time) may have switched
over to store brands.
However, these numbers do not tell the whole story. The COVID-19 pandemic
could have had a larger influence on these numbers than the rebrand as more people opt
to buy cheaper brands (such as store brands). For this and another key reason, it cannot
be certain Ben’s Original’s reported drop in market share is due solely to the rebrand.
Another, and potentially more important point is that the number of overall rice
consumers dropped between the two years. Statista data indicates there were 449.23
million total rice consumers in 2019 (Statista Research Department, 2019) and 420.53
million total rice consumers in 2020 (Statista Research Department, 2020). This means
that approximately 28.7 million fewer consumers purchased rice in 2020 than in 2019.
The decrease in rice consumption could be due to the pandemic, or to the fact that 2020
is not over and these numbers will even out as the year comes to an end. Ultimately,
more time is needed to tell the true cause of the drop in rice consumers and Ben’s
Original’s drop in market share.
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Purchase Consideration Growth After New Name Announced
Skepticism regarding the possible loss in market share is also caused by the
following chart explaining third-party research performed by YouGov (Shakespeare,
2020).
This
research
shows
purchase consideration for "Uncle
Ben's" rose after it announced the
intent to change the name to Ben’s
Original. From this chart, it is evident
the
purchase
consideration
increased after the name “Ben’s
Original” was announced as the
replacement to “Uncle Ben’s,
implying a positive reaction to the
rebrand. This directly contradicts the
Statista information, thereby showing
there are many aspects to consider
when attempting to understand the
public’s reaction to the rebrand.
Figure 8: Purchase consideration survey data (YouGov,
October 2020

Long-term Reputation
The long term reputation of this rebranding move by Mars Food cannot truly be
determined until a full rollout of the brand is complete. As of November 2020, Nothing yet
has been released regarding the looks of the new packaging or if the mascot of Ben will
change or even continue to exist. The social media accounts did not update the name to
@BensOriginal until a few days after the new name was announced, causing confusion
in the responses. As of November 2020, the website for the products is still
unclebens.com. Additionally, all of the copy on the website still refers to the product as
“Uncle Ben’s.” Factors like this still need to be taken care of before the rebrand can feel
permanent. The new packaging is set to hit stores in early 2021, so consumers can likely
expect more information before the distribution occurs (Honkus, 2020).
As for Ben’s Original philanthropic commitments, it is unclear about the full scope
or the duration. According to the statement from September 23, its “new brand purpose”
includes partnering with the National Urban League to provide opportunities for chefs of
all races and providing educational opportunities and fresh food access to people in
Greenville, MS where the rice is manufactured (Mars Food Announces the Uncle Ben’s,
2020). Depending on how the rollout of these programs goes and the reception, the longterm reputation of Ben’s Original will be more fully determined by the public.
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Industry Implications: Ben’s Original Compared to Aunt Jemima
Mars Food was not the only company with historically racist brand elements when
racial tensions exploded in May of 2020. Other food brands that took the opportunity to
make changes after the mass public outcry for accountability from companies and public
figures alike were Aunt Jemima’s (PepsiCo), Cream of Wheat (B&G Food Holdings
Corp.), and Mrs. Butterworth’s (Conagra Brands). Aunt Jemima was the first major food
company to acknowledge and commit to changing its racist branding (Conrad, 2020 para.
1).
Since “Uncle Ben’s” and Aunt Jemima are similar in brand profile, this analysis will
compare the two brands announcements and the brands’ anti-racist initiatives. As
previously mentioned, Aunt Jemima announced the intent to rebrand early in the morning
on June 17th. At approximately 7 p.m., “Uncle Ben’s” made essentially the same
announcement on all its channels.
The content of the June 17th announcements from the two brands were vastly
different. Ben’s Original released a simple text post announcing that the brand would be
dropping the Uncle Ben name and evolving. In contrast, the Aunt Jemima brand
announced that it would be donating a minimum of $5 million in the next 5 years to “create
meaningful, ongoing support and engagement in the Black community,” (Watson, 2020).
Since the initial announcement, Ben’s Original announced the new name and the three
aspects of its strategy to engage with the Black community: the partnership with the
National Urban League, committing to providing food for underserved communities, and
investing in the Greenville, MS community (Ben’s Original, 2020).
Figure 9: Mars corporate statement on the commitment to Inclusion and Diversity (Mars, 2020)
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At the corporate level, Mars, Incorporated announced its plans to combat racism
with four commitments, as seen in Figure 12. The announcement acknowledged that
these were just the first steps of an ongoing anti-racism initiative (Mars, Incorporated,
2020). However, no additional announcements have been made at the corporate level to
give details about these commitments. By contrast, PepsiCo began announcing extensive
anti-racism maneuvers on June 16th before the Aunt Jemima brand change was even
announced. PepsiCo gave specific numbers for different aspects of the initiatives, totaling
over $400 million in the next five years (PepsiCo’s Racial Equality Journey, 2020). This
vast difference in the plans may have to do with the fact that PepsiCo is a public company
and Mars, Incorporated is private. Regardless, the PepsiCo plan seems more detailed,
creating a high expectation for any other food brands with a racist history and what it
means to commit to real change and reparations.

Figure 10: PepsiCo corporate commitments to Black Lives Matter program (PepsiCo, 2020)
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Looking Ahead
Updating a product that has depicted a racist stereotype for more than 70 years is
a huge step into unknown waters. At Ben’s Original, this was done in an attempt to show
solidarity with the Black community, but it may have unintentionally created waves with
some of the people Ben’s Original was trying to appease.
Mars, Incorporated saw backlash from consumers on both sides of the political
spectrum following the announcement to change a long-standing brand. Conservativeleaning consumers felt it was a pandering attempt to seem “woke,” while the progressive
end felt it made no real effort to incite change. Some Black Lives Matter activists
expressed frustration because they never called on the company to change its name and
felt these efforts distracted from greater issues such as police brutality (About: Black Lives
Matter, 2020).
What the media missed in much of its reporting about Ben’s Original is the brand’s
commitment to donate money and partnership with nonprofits focused on building equity
for the Black community that came in tandem with the name change. Most coverage
surrounds the fact that many products are making aesthetic changes, grouping Uncle Ben
with Aunt Jemima, the Cream of Wheat icon, and Mrs. Butterworth (Buchwald, 2020). In
addition to the physical brand changes, Ben’s Original has also vowed to provide money
and opportunities for the underserved communities of Greenville, MS where the product
is produced (Mars Food Announces the Uncle Ben’s, 2020). The brand has also
partnered with the National Urban League to provide scholarships for aspiring Black chefs
and other culinary professionals, including educational and business opportunities. These
commitments are the tangible change that Ben’s Original has promised, and should have
been the primary talking point surrounding this summer’s changes, rather than focusing
on the lost name and caricature. However, much of the communication and press
coverage surrounds only the name change.
After all these efforts, the question remains: Is this enough? There is debate
around what a historically problematic company can best do to make amends with the
communities it has offended. Since Ben’s Original has not announced its new packaging,
its updated icon (if there will be one), or if the brand is taking additional steps as
reparations for the damage it has inflicted on the Black community.
With that said, Mars, Incorporated took a huge risk by initiating the rebrand and
their efforts will shape the future of DE&I and political stances made by companies for
generations to come. They went beyond talking about issues and took tangible action to
make change. Despite being in crisis regarding the historical contributions of the “Uncle
Ben’s” brand, it was able to concisely communicate to consumers about its plan in a way
that would manage expectations and keep stakeholders in the know. This case is one
that will be studied as a benchmark by future communication professionals when handling
a controversy between a brand and a prominent social issue.
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